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Abstract
This chapter aims to provide an overview of the class of multi-criteria recommender systems. First, it defines the recommendation problem as a multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) problem, and reviews MCDM methods and techniques
that can support the implementation of multi-criteria recommenders. Then, it focuses on the category of multi-criteria rating recommenders – techniques that
provide recommendations by modelling a user’s utility for an item as a vector of
ratings along several criteria. A review of current algorithms that use multicriteria ratings for calculating predictions and generating recommendations is provided. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion on open issues and future
challenges for the class of multi-criteria rating recommenders.

Introduction
The problem of recommendation has been identified as the way to help individuals
in a community to find information or items that are most likely to be interesting
to them or to be relevant to their needs (Resnick and Varian 1997; Konstan 2004;
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005). Typically, it assumes that there is set Users of
all the users of a system and set Items of all possible items that can be recommended to them. Then, the utility function that measures the appropriateness of
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recommending item i∈Items to user u∈Users is often defined as R: Users × Items
→ R0, where R0 typically is represented by non-negative integers or real numbers
within a certain range (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005). It is assumed that this
function is not known for the whole Users × Items space but is specified only on
some subset of it. Therefore, in the context of recommendation, we want for each
user u∈Users to be able to (a) estimate (or approximate) the utility function R(u,i)
for item i∈Items for which R(u,i) is not yet known, and (b) choose one or a set of
items i that will maximize R(u,i), i.e.,
∀u∈Users, i= arg max R(u,i)

(1)

i∈Items

In most recommender systems, the utility function usually considers a singlecriterion value, e.g., an overall evaluation or rating of an item by a user. In recent
work, this assumption has been considered as limited (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin
2005; Adomavicius and Kwon 2007; Manouselis and Costopoulou 2007a), because the suitability of the recommended item for a particular user may depend on
more than one utility-related aspect that the user takes into consideration when
making the choice. Particularly in systems where recommendations are based on
the opinion of others, the incorporation of multiple criteria that can affect the users’ opinions may lead to more accurate recommendations.
Thus, the additional information provided by multi-criteria ratings could help
to improve the quality of recommendations because it would be able to represent
more complex preferences of each user. As an illustration, consider the following
example. In a traditional single-rating movie recommender system, user u provides a single rating for movie i that the user has seen, denoted by R(u, i). Specifically, suppose that the recommender system predicts the rating of the movie
that the user has not seen based on the movie ratings of other users with similar
preferences, who are commonly referred to as “neighbors” (Resnick et al. 1994).
Therefore, the ability to correctly determine the users that are most similar to the
target user is crucial in order to have accurate predictions or recommendations.
For example, if two users u and u' have seen three movies in common, and both of
them rated their overall satisfaction from each of the three movies as 6 out of 10,
the two users are considered as neighbors and the ratings of unseen movies for user u are predicted using the ratings of user u'.
In contrast, in a multi-criteria rating setting, users can provide ratings on multiple attributes of an item. For example, a two-criterion movie recommender system allows users to specify their preferences on two attributes of a movie (e.g.,
story and visual effects). A user may like the story, but dislike the visual effects
of a movie, e.g., R(u, i) = (9, 3). If we simply use two ratings with the same
weight in making recommendations, rating their overall satisfaction as 6 out of 10
in the single-rating application might correspond to a variety of situations in multirating application: (9, 3), (6, 6), (4, 8), etc. Therefore, although the ratings of the
overall satisfaction are stated as 6, two users may show different rating patterns on
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each criterion of an item, e.g., user u gives ratings (9, 3), (9, 3), (9, 3), and user u'
gives ratings (3, 9), (3, 9), (3, 9) to the same three movies. This additional information on each user’s preferences would help to model users’ preferences more
accurately, and new recommendation techniques need to be developed to take advantage of this additional information. The importance of studying multi-criteria
recommender systems has been highlighted as a separate strand in the recommender systems literature (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Manouselis and
Costopoulou 2007a; Adomavicius and Kwon 2007), and recently several recommender systems (as we present later in this chapter) have been adopting multiple
criteria ratings for recommendations, instead of traditional single-criterion ratings.
Thus, the aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of systems that use multiple criteria to support recommendation (referred to as multi-criteria recommender
systems), with a particular emphasis on multi-criteria rating ones.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we overview the
generic recommendation problem under the prism of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM), and demonstrate the potential of applying MCDM methods to facilitate recommendation in multi-criteria settings. Second, we focus on the particular type of multi-criteria recommender system that use multi-criteria ratings,
referred to as multi-criteria rating recommenders because, while it has not been
extensively researched, this type of systems has significant potential for better
recommendation performance. We survey the state of the art algorithms for this
type of recommender systems. Finally, research challenges and future research directions in multi-criteria recommender systems are discussed.

Recommendation as a Multi-Criteria Decision Making Problem
In order to introduce multiple criteria in the generic recommendation problem, one
of the classic MCDM methodologies can be followed. To facilitate the discussion
on how MCDM methods and techniques can be used when developing a recommender system, we followed the steps and notation proposed by Bernard Roy (one
of the 1960s pioneers in MCDM methods) in the generic modeling methodology
for decision making problems (Roy 1996). The discussion could also follow some
other generic MCDM modeling methodology (Keeney and Raiffa 1976; Vincke
1992; Triantaphyllou 2000; Figueira et al. 2004), since the scope of this section is
to provide some initial insight into issues that recommender systems researchers
should consider when designing a multi-criteria recommender.
Roy’s (1996) methodology includes four steps when analyzing a decision making problem:
a.

Defining the object of decision. That is, defining the set of alternatives
(items) upon which the decision has to be made and the rationale of the rec-
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ommendation decision.
Defining a consistent family of criteria. That is, identifying and specifying a
set of functions that declare the preferences of the decision maker (targeted
user) upon the various alternatives. These should cover all the parameters affecting the recommendation decision and be exhaustive and non-redundant.
Developing a global preference model. That is, defining the function that
synthesizes the partial preferences upon each criterion into a model that specifies the total preference of a decision maker regarding a candidate alternative.
Selection of the decision support process. This covers the design and development of the procedure, methods, or software systems that will support a decision maker when taking a decision about the set of alternatives (items), in
accordance to the results of the previous steps.

We briefly review these steps in separate subsections below, and mention how
each of them pertains to recommender systems.

Object of decision
In recommender systems, the object of decision is item i that belongs to the set of
all candidate items. The elements of this set are referred to as alternatives or actions in related literature (Jacquet-Lagrèze and Siskos 2001). To express the rationale behind the decision, Roy (1996) refers to the notion of the decision “problematics.” Four types of decision problematics are identified:
• Choice, which concerns the selection of one or more alternatives that can be
considered as more appropriate from all candidate ones;
• Sorting, which refers to the classification of the alternatives into a number of
pre-defined categories;
• Ranking, which involves ranking all the alternatives, from the best one to the
worst;
• Description, which concerns description of each alternative in terms of how it
performs upon each criterion.
All four types of decision problematics can be considered valid for the recommendation problem:
• Choosing and recommending one or more items as more suitable for a particular user;
• Classifying (or sorting, as Roy defines it) all available items into pre-defined
categories according to their suitability, e.g., into recommended and nonrecommended items;
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• Ranking all available items from the most suitable to the least suitable ones for
a particular user, and presenting a ranked list of recommendations to the user;
• Describing how suitable a particular item is for a specific user, based on how it
is evaluated upon each criterion. It corresponds to a full analysis of the item
performance upon all criteria, illustrating the suitability of an item for the specific user (that is, in a personalized manner that aims to help the user to make a
selection).

Family of criteria
The performance of alternatives in set Items is analyzed upon a set of criteria for
each user, in order to model all their characteristics, attributes, effects, or consequences (Roy 1996; Vincke 1992). In recommender systems, the criteria may refer to the multiple features of an item (often the case in content-based recommendation) or to the multiple dimensions upon which the item is being
evaluated/rated.
Any criterion c can be represented by function gc(i) that expresses the preferences of one user (therefore is user-specific), in order for the user to be able to decide between two alternatives i1 and i2, i.e., whether gc(i1) > gc(i2), in the case that
alternative i1 is preferred to alternative i2, or whether gc(i1) = gc(i2), in the case that
the two alternatives are considered equivalent (i.e. perfectly substitutable for the
particular user on this criterion). To be able to make rational decisions using multiple criteria, it has to be ensured that the whole set of these functions creates a
consistent family of criteria (Roy 1996). A family of criteria is said to be consistent when it has the following three properties:
a.

b.
c.

Monotonic: a family of criteria is monotonic only if, for each pair of alternatives i1 and i2, for which gc1(i1) > gc1(i2) for one criterion c1 and gc(i1) = gc(i2)
for every other criterion c ≠ c1, it can be assumed that alternative i1 is preferred to alternative i2.
Exhaustive: a family of criteria is exhaustive only if, for each pair of alternatives i1 and i2, for which gc(i1) = gc(i2) upon each criterion c, we can assume
that i1 and i2 are equivalent.
Non-redundant: a family of criteria is non-redundant only if the removal of
any one of the criteria leads to the violation of one of the other two properties.

In the remainder of this chapter, unless explicitly specified otherwise, we will
assume that we have a consistent family of k criteria, i.e., {g1, g2, …, gk}. The design of a consistent family of criteria for a given recommendation application has
been largely ignored in the recommender systems literature and constitutes an in-
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teresting and important problem for future research. Four types of criteria are
usually found in MCDM (Jacquet-Lagrèze and Siskos 2001):
•
•
•
•

Measurable, i.e., a criterion that allows its quantified measurement upon
some evaluation scale;
Ordinal, i.e., a criterion that defines an ordered set of acceptable values that
allow its evaluation using a qualitative or a descriptive scale;
Probabilistic, i.e., a criterion that uses probability distributions to represent
uncertainty in its evaluation;
Fuzzy, i.e., a criterion whose evaluation is represented in relation to its possibility to belong in one of the intervals of a qualitative or descriptive evaluation scale.

From a broad perspective, a family of criteria can be used to facilitate the representation of user preferences in recommender systems as well. Therefore, we
can assume that all types of criteria could be potentially engaged in multi-criteria
recommender systems, although (as shown later) it seems that some types are used
in currently developed systems more often than others.

Global preference model
The development of a global preference model provides a way to aggregate the
values of each criterion gc (where c = 1, …, k) in order to express the preferences
between the different alternatives of set Items, depending on the selected decision
problematics. In the MCDM literature, a number of methodologies have been developed, which can be classified in different categories according to the form of
the global preference model that they use and the process of creating this model.
According to Pardalos et al. (1995) and Jacquet-Lagrèze and Siskos (2001), the
following categories of global preference modeling approaches can be identified:
• Value-Focused models, where a value system for aggregating the user preferences on the different criteria is constructed. In such approaches, marginal
preferences upon each criterion are synthesized into a total value function,
which is usually called the utility function (Keeney 1992). These approaches
are often referred to as multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) approaches.
• Multi-Objective Optimization models, where criteria are expressed in the form
of multiple constraints of a multi-objective optimization problem. In such approaches, usually the goal is to find a Pareto optimal solution for the original
optimization problem (Zeleny 1974). They are also sometimes referred to as
multi-objective mathematical programming methodologies.
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• Outranking Relations models, where preferences are expressed as a system of
outranking relations between the items, thus allowing the expression of incomparability. In such approaches, all items are pair-wise compared to each other,
and preference relations are provided as relations “a is preferred to b”, “a and b
are equally preferable”, or “a is incomparable to b” (Roy and Bouyssou 1993).
• Preference Disaggregation models, where the preference model is derived by
analyzing past decisions. Such approaches are sometimes considered as a subcategory of other modeling categories mentioned above, since they try to infer
a preference model of a given form (e.g., value function or outranking relations) from some given preferential structures that have led to particular decisions in the past. Inferred preference models aim at producing decisions that
are at least identical to the examined past ones (Jacquet-Lagrèze and Siskos
2001).
Methodologies from all categories can be used in order to create global preference models for recommender systems, depending on the selected decision problematic and the environment in which the recommender system is expected to operate.

Decision support process
In this step, a final decision for a given MCDM problem is made by choosing an
appropriate method among the ones defined in each of the previous steps. Like in
traditional MCDM, multi-criteria recommendation problems may also need to use
different methods for different domains or applications. Note, however, that this
MCDM perspective is broad and not very restrictive when modeling multi-criteria
recommendation problems, because many existing recommender systems can be
thought to fit directly in the MCDM category, since they usually take into account
information from multiple sources (e.g., user profiles and item attributes), thus
making them de facto multi-criteria decision makers. Therefore, later in the chapter, we will focus on a particular category of MCDM recommender systems that
can be differentiated from most existing recommender systems.
In Tables 1-3, we provide an overview of some sample recommender systems
that could be broadly classified as MCDM (or multi-criteria recommender) systems based on the work of Manouselis and Costopoulou (2007a). This survey
covers systems that use one of the MCDM methods discussed in the previous section and, thus, provides insights into the way that existing MCDM approaches can
be employed to support the decision-making in recommender systems.
The multi-criteria recommender systems are categorized according to the decision problematic they support (Table 1), the types of criteria they use (Table 2),
and the global preference modelling approach they follow (Table 3). Based on
Table 1, it is interesting to note that most of the existing research focuses on the
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decision problematic of ranking the items (i.e., ranking candidates for recommendation). There are also several systems that support the classification of items into
different categories according to their suitability for the user (e.g., recommended
vs. non-recommended items). Very few systems support the choice and description problematic, although clearly there exist some applications in which they
would prove relevant. Furthermore, as Table 2 illustrates, the families of criteria
used are mainly measurable: that is, users rate items upon a measurable scale for
each criterion. Nevertheless, there are also several systems that engage fuzzy, ordinal, and probabilistic criteria for the expression of user preferences regarding
the candidate items. Finally, Table 3 indicates that only a few of the multi-criteria
recommenders engage in the creation of the global preference model using a
multi-objective optimization or outranking relations. On the contrary, the vast
majority uses some value-focused model that typically calculates prediction in the
form of an additive utility function. There are also some systems that do not synthesize the predictions from the multiple criteria, but rather use the raw vector
models as their outcome (e.g., by providing a vector of ratings from all the criteria).
It is important to note that existing systems are sometimes violating the consistency rules that Roy’s methodology proposes (e.g., not using an exhaustive set of
dimensions). Nevertheless, experimental results often indicate that performance
of multi-criteria systems is satisfactory (e.g., see the survey of algorithms that follows) even in cases where no formal modelling methodology has been followed.
This could mean that a modelling inconsistency does not always imply problematic performance, although this is an issue that calls for further investigation.
Table 1: Decision problematics supported by existing multi-criteria recommender systems
Choice

Lee et al. 2002; Tewari et al. 2002; Kleinberg and Sandler 2003; Ariely et al. 2004;
Falle et al. 2004; Lee 2004; Price and Messinger 2005;

Sorting

Nguyen and Haddawy 1998; Nguyen and Haddawy 1999; Stolze and Rjaibi 2001;
Guan et al. 2002; Montaner et al. 2002; Yu 2002; Masthoff 2003; Yano et al. 2003;
Choi and Cho 2004; Kim and Yang 2004; Wang 2004; Yu 2004; Zimmerman et al.
2004; Liu and Shih 2005; Cantador et al. 2006

Ranking

Balabanovic and Shoham 1997; Ghosh et al. 1999; Perny and Zucker 1999; Kerschberg et al. 2001; Mukherjee et al. 2001; Perny and Zucker 2001; Kim et al.
2002; Lee et al. 2002; Ricci and Werthner 2002; Ardissono et al. 2003; Srikumar
and Bhasker 2004; Karacapilidis and Hatzieleftheriou 2005; Plantie et al. 2005;
Manouselis and Sampson 2004; Noh 2004; Schafer 2005; Schickel-Zuber and Faltings 2005; Sahoo et al. 2006; Tsai et al. 2006; Ricci and Nguyen 2007; Adomavicius and Kwon 2007; Lee and Tang 2007; Manouselis and Costopoulou
2007b; Manouselis and Costopoulou 2007c; Lakiotaki et al. 2008; Li et al. 2008;
Tang and McCalla 2009

Description

Schmitt et al. 2002; Schmitt et al. 2003; Cheetham 2003; Herrera-Viedma et al.
2004; Stolze and Stroebel 2003; Denguir-Rekik et al. 2006; Aciar et al. 2007
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Table 2: Criteria types engaged in existing multi-criteria recommender systems

Measurable

Balabanovic and Shoham 1997; Ghosh et al. 1999; Kerschberg et al. 2001; Stolze
and Rjaibi 2001; Mukherjee et al. 2001; Guan et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2002; Lee et
al. 2002; Montaner et al. 2002; Ricci and Werthner 2002; Schmitt et al. 2002; Tewari et al. 2002; Yu 2002; Masthoff 2003; Schmitt et al. 2003; Ariely et al. 2004;
Choi and Cho 2004; Falle et al. 2004; Kim and Yang 2004; Lee 2004; Manouselis
and Sampson 2004; Noh 2004; Srikumar and Bhasker 2004; Yu 2004; Zimmerman
et al. 2004; Liu and Shih 2005; Plantie et al. 2005; Schafer 2005; Schickel-Zuber
and Faltings 2005; Cantador et al. 2006; Sahoo et al. 2006; Tsai et al. 2006; Ricci
and Nguyen 2007; Adomavicius and Kwon 2007; Lee and Tang 2007; Manouselis
and Costopoulou 2007b; Manouselis and Costopoulou 2007c; Lakiotaki et al. 2008;
Li et al. 2008; Tang and McCalla 2009

Ordinal

Nguyen and Haddawy 1998; Nguyen and Haddawy 1999; Cheetham 2003; Yano et
al. 2003; Aciar et al. 2007

Fuzzy

Perny and Zucker 1999; Perny and Zucker 2001; Stolze and Stroebel 2003; HerreraViedma et al. 2004; Wang 2004; Karacapilidis and Hatzieleftheriou 2005

Probabilistic

Ardissono et al. 2003; Kleinberg and Sandler 2003; Price and Messinger 2005

Table 3: Global preference models used in existing multi-criteria recommender systems
Balabanovic and Shoham 1997; Ghosh et al. 1999; Perny and Zucker 1999; Kerschberg et al. 2001; Mukherjee et al. 2001; Perny and Zucker 2001; Stolze and
Rjaibi 2001; Guan et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2002; Montaner et al.
2002; Ricci and Werthner 2002; Schmitt et al. 2002; Yu 2002; Kleinberg and
Sandler 2003; Masthoff 2003; Schmitt et al. 2003; Stolze and Stroebel 2003; Ariely
et al. 2004; Choi and Cho 2004; Falle et al. 2004; Herrera-Viedma et al. 2004; Kim
Value-focused
and Yang 2004; Lee 2004; Manouselis and Sampson 2004; Noh 2004; Srikumar
models
and Bhasker 2004; Yu 2004; Zimmerman et al. 2004; Karacapilidis and Hatzieleftheriou 2005; Liu and Shih 2005; Plantie et al. 2005; Schafer 2005; Schickel-Zuber
and Faltings 2005; Cantador et al. 2006; Denguir-Rekik et al. 2006; Sahoo et al.
2006; Tsai et al. 2006; Aciar et al. 2007; Adomavicius and Kwon 2007; Manouselis
and Costopoulou 2007b; Manouselis and Costopoulou 2007c; Lakiotaki et al. 2008;
Li et al. 2008; Tang and McCalla 2009
Optimization Tewari et al. 2002; Price and Messinger 2005; Lee and Tang 2007
Outranking reNguyen and Haddawy 1998; Nguyen and Haddawy 1999; Yano et al. 2003
lations
Other prefer- Lee et al. 2002; Ardissono et al. 2003; Cheetham 2003; Wang 2004; Ricci and
ence models Nguyen 2007
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MCDM Framework for Recommender Systems: Lessons
Learned
While, as mentioned earlier, the recommender systems surveyed in Tables 1-3 can
be considered to be multi-criteria recommender systems according to the MCDM
framework, it is important to understand where the existing types of recommender
systems fall within this framework and also whether this MCDM framework gives
rise to any novel types of recommender systems.
Recommendation techniques are often classified based on the recommendation
approach into several categories: content-based, collaborative filtering, knowledge-based, and hybrid approaches (Balabanovic and Shoham 1997). Contentbased recommendation techniques find the best recommendations for a user based
on what the user liked in the past (Pazzani and Billsus 1997), and collaborative filtering recommendation techniques make recommendations based on the information about other users with similar preferences (Breese et al. 1998). Knowledgebased approach uses knowledge about users and items to find the items that meet
users’ requirements (Burke 2000). The bottleneck of this approach is that it needs
to acquire knowledge base beforehand, but the obtained knowledge base helps to
avoid cold start or data sparsity problems that pure content-based or collaborative
filtering systems encounter by relying on solely the ratings obtained by users.
Hybrid approaches combine content-based, collaborative filtering, and knowledge-based techniques in many different ways (Burke 2002). Upon more in-depth
analysis of the representative MCDM recommender systems surveyed in the previous section, we discover that the multi-criteria nature of the majority of these
systems can be classified in the following three general categories:
• Multi-attribute content preference modeling. Even though these systems typically use single-criterion ratings (e.g., numeric or binary ratings), for any given
user, these systems attempt to understand and model the commonalities of
multi-attribute content (e.g., specific genres, actors, directors, and etc. in a
movie recommender system) among the items the user preferred in the past,
and recommend to the user the best matching items.
• Multi-attribute content search and filtering. These systems allow a user to
specify her general preferences on content-based attributes across all items,
through searching or filtering processes (e.g., searching for only “comedy”
movies or specifying that “comedy” movies are preferable to “action” movies),
and recommend to the user the items that are the most similar to her preferences and satisfy specified search and/or filtering conditions.
• Multi-criteria rating-based preference elicitation. These systems allow a user
to specify her individual preferences by rating each item on multiple criteria
(e.g., rating the story of movie “Wanted” as 2 and the visual effects of the same
movie as 5), and recommend to the user the items that can best reflect the
user’s individual preferences based on the multi-criteria ratings provided by
this and other users.
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Multi-attribute content preference modeling. One way to model user preferences is by analyzing multi-attribute content of items that users purchased or
liked. Many multi-criteria recommender systems incorporate these content-based
features either directly into the recommendation process (i.e., use a content-based
approach) or in combination with collaborative recommendation techniques (i.e.,
use a hybrid approach). In these systems, users are typically allowed to implicitly
or explicitly express their preferences with single-criterion ratings (e.g., item purchase history or single numeric ratings). Using these ratings, recommender systems then can learn users’ content-based preferences in an automated fashion by
finding the commonalities among in the individual content attributes of items that
the users purchased or liked, e.g., by identifying favorite content attributes (e.g.,
“comedy” movies) for each user. As a result, recommendations are made taking
into account these favorite content attributes (Balabanovic and Shoham 1997).
Numerous traditional recommender systems that employ content-based, knowledge-based, or hybrid approaches in combination with some multi-attribute preference modeling of users can be found in this category. Several scoring or utility
functions have been developed and used to rank the candidate items based on users’ content-based preferences, including information retrieval-based and modelbased techniques, such as Bayesian classifiers and various machine learning techniques (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005). More details on these techniques are
discussed in other chapters.
Multi-attribute content search and filtering. In some systems, users can explicitly provide their general preferences on multi-attribute content of items that can
be used by various searching and filtering techniques to find the most relevant
items. For example, in (Schafer 2005) users can identify the movie genre, MPAA
rating, and film length that they like and specify which attribute is the most important for their decision in choosing the movies at the current time. Then the recommender system narrows down the possible choices by searching for the items
that match these additional explicit user preferences. For example, if a user indicates that she wants to watch “comedy” movies and the movie genre is the most
important attribute for her, she will be recommended only comedy movies. Similarly, in (Lee et al. 2002), users also can provide to the recommender system both
the preferred specifications for different content attributes as well as the corresponding importance weights for the different attributes.
Some of knowledge-based recommender systems (Kerschberg et al. 2001, Kim
et al. 2002) can also be classified into this category, because users can provide
their general preferences by building their own hierarchical taxonomy tree (i.e.,
where all item features are modeled in a hierarchical way) and assigning the relative importance level to each component in the tree. As a result, the systems recommend the most relevant items according to users’ preferences upon the userdefined multiple attributes of item taxonomy. Furthermore, some of hybrid recommender systems with knowledge-based approach would also fit in this category, particularly case-based reasoning recommender systems, where items are
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represented with multi-criteria content in a structured way (i.e., using a welldefined set of features and feature values) (Smyth 2007). These systems allow users to specify their preferences on multi-attribute content of items in their search
for items of interest. For example, several case-based travel recommender systems (Ricci and Werthner 2002, Ricci et al., 2003) filter out unwanted items based
on each user’s preferences on multi-attribute content (e.g., locations, services, and
activities), and find personalized travel plans for each user by ranking possible
travel plans based on the user’s preferences and past travel plans of this or similar
users. In addition, some case-based recommender systems (Burke 2000, Reilly et
al. 2004) allow users to “critique” the recommendation results by refining their requirements as part of the interactive and iterative recommendation process, which
uses various search and filtering techniques to continuously provide the user with
the updated set of recommendations. For example, when searching for a desktop
PC, users can critique the current set of provided recommendations by expressing
their refined preferences on individual features (e.g., cheaper price) or multiple
features together (e.g., higher processor speed, RAM, and hard-disk capacity).
Multi-criteria rating-based preference elicitation. This category of recommender systems engage multi-criteria ratings, often by extending traditional collaborative filtering approaches, that show users’ subjective preferences for various
components of individual items. For instance, such systems allow users to rate not
only the overall satisfaction from a particular movie, but also the satisfaction from
the various movie components (factors), such as the visual effects, the story, or the
acting. They differ from the above-surveyed systems in that the users do not indicate their preference or importance weight on the visual effects component for
movies in general, but rather how much they liked the visual effects of the particular movie. One example of such system is the Intelligent Travel Recommender
system (Ricci et al. 2002), where users can rate multiple travel items within a
“travel bag” (e.g., location, accommodation, etc.) as well as the entire travel bag.
Then, candidate travel plans are ranked according to these user ratings, and the
system finds the best match between recommended travel plans and the current
needs of a user. These and similar types of multi-criteria rating-based systems are
the focus of this chapter and more exemplar systems and techniques are provided
in the later sections.
In summary, as seen above, many recommender systems that employ traditional content-based, knowledge-based, and hybrid techniques can be viewed as
multi-criteria recommender systems, since they model user preferences based on
multi-attribute content of items that users preferred in the past or allow users to
specify their content-related preferences – i.e., search or filtering conditions for
multi-attribute content of items (e.g., identifying the preferred movie genre or providing preferences on multiple pre-defined genre values). However, as mentioned earlier, there is a recent trend in multi-criteria recommendation that studies
innovative approaches in collaborative recommendation by engaging multi-criteria
ratings. We believe that this additional information on users’ preferences offers
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many opportunities for providing novel recommendation support, creating a
unique multi-criteria rating environment that has not been extensively researched.
Therefore, in the following sections, we survey the state-of-the-art techniques on
this particular type of system that uses individual ratings along multiple criteria,
which we will refer to as multi-criteria rating recommenders.

Multi-Criteria Rating Recommendation
In this section, we define the multi-criteria rating recommendation problem by
formally extending it from its single-rating counterpart, and provide some further
discussion about the advantages that additional criteria may provide in recommender systems.

Traditional single-rating recommendation problem
Traditionally recommender systems operate in a two-dimensional space of Users
and Items. The utility of items to users is generally represented by a totally ordered set R0 (e.g., non-negative integers or real numbers within a certain range),
and recommender systems aim to predict the utility of an item for a user. As mentioned earlier, a utility function R can be formally written as follows:
R: Users × Items → R0

(2)

The utility function is determined based on user inputs, such as numeric ratings
that users explicitly give items and/or transaction data that implicitly shows users’
preferences (e.g., purchase history). The majority of traditional recommender systems use single-criterion ratings that indicate how much a given user liked a particular item in total (i.e., the overall utility of an item by a user). For example, in a
movie recommender system, as shown in Table 4, user Alice may assign a singlecriterion rating of 5 (out of 10) for movie Wanted, which can be denoted by
R(Alice, Wanted) = 5. As an illustration, let us assume that the neighborhoodbased collaborative filtering technique (Resnick et al. 1994), i.e., one of the most
popular heuristic-based recommendation techniques, is used for rating prediction.
This technique predicts a user’s rating for a given item based on the ratings of
other users with similar preferences (i.e., neighbors). Particularly, in this example,
the recommender system tries to predict the utility of movie Fargo for Alice based
on the observed ratings. Since Alice and John show similar rating pattern on the
four movies that both of them have previously seen and rated (see Table 4), for the
purpose of this simple example the rating of movie Fargo for user Alice is predicted using John’s rating (i.e., 9), although we would like to note that it is more
common to use the ratings of more than one neighbor in a real system.
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Table 4. Single-rating movie recommender system

Target
user
User
most
similar
to the
target
user

Wanted
Alice

5

WALL-E
7

Star Wars
5

Seven

Fargo

7

?

John

5

7

5

7

9

Mason

6

6

6

6

5

:

:

:

:

:

:

Rating to
be predicted
Rating to
be used in
prediction

Extending traditional recommender systems to include multi-criteria ratings
With a growing number of real-world applications, extending recommendation
techniques to incorporate multi-criteria ratings has been regarded as one of the
important issues for the next generation of recommender systems (Adomavicius
and Tuzhilin 2005). Examples of multi-criteria rating systems include Zagat’s
Guide that provides three criteria for restaurant ratings (e.g., food, décor, and service), Buy.com that provides multi-criteria ratings for consumer electronics (e.g.,
display size, performance, battery life, and cost), and Yahoo! Movies that show
each user’s ratings for four criteria (e.g., story, action, direction, and visuals).
This additional information about users’ preferences provided by multi-criteria
ratings (instead of a single overall rating) can potentially be helpful in improving
the performance of recommender systems.
Some multi-criteria rating systems can choose to model a user’s utility for a
given item with an overall rating R0 as well as the user’s ratings R1, …, Rk for each
individual criterion c (c = 1, …, k), whereas some systems can choose not to use
the overall rating and focus solely on individual criteria ratings. Therefore, the
utility-based formulation of the multi-criteria recommendation problem can be
represented either with or without overall ratings as follows:
R: Users × Items → R0×R1×…×Rk

(3)

R: Users × Items → R1× …×Rk

(4)

or

Given the availability of multi-criteria ratings (in addition to the traditional single overall rating) for each item, Tables 4 and 5 illustrate the potential benefits of
this information for recommender systems. While Alice and John have similar
preferences on movies in a single-rating setting (Table 4), in a multi-criteria rating
setting we could see that they show substantially different preferences on several
movie aspects, even though they had the same overall ratings (Table 5). Upon further inspection of all the multi-criteria rating information, one can see that Alice
and Mason show very similar rating patterns (much more similar than Alice and
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John). Thus, using the same collaborative filtering approach as before, but taking
into account multi-criteria ratings, Alice’s overall rating for movie Fargo would be
predicted as 5, based on Mason’s overall rating for this movie.
Table 5. Multi-criteria movie recommender system
(ratings for each item: overall, story, action, direction, and visual effects)
Target
user
User
most
similar
to the
target
user

Wanted

WALL-E

Star Wars

Seven

Fargo

Alice

5,2,2,8,8

7,5,5,9,9

5,2,2,8,8

7,5,5,9,9

?,?,?,?,?

John

5,8,8,2,2

7,9,9,5,5

5,8,8,2,2

7,8,8,2,2

9,8,8,10,10

Mason

6,3,3,9,9

6,4,4,8,8

6,3,3,9,9

6,4,4,8,8

5,2,2,8,8

:

:

:

:

:

:

Ratings to
be predicted
Ratings to
be used in
prediction

This example implies that a single overall rating may hide the underlying heterogeneity of users’ preferences for different aspects of a given item, and multicriteria ratings may help to better understand each user’s preferences, as a result
enabling to provide users more accurate recommendations. It also illustrates how
multi-criteria ratings can potentially produce more powerful and focused recommendations, e.g., by recommending movies that will score best on the story criterion, if this is the most important one for some user.
Therefore, new recommendation algorithms and techniques are needed that can
utilize multi-criteria ratings in recommender systems. There are already several
systems implementing such algorithms, which we analyze in the next section.

Survey of Algorithms for Multi-Criteria Rating Recommenders
Recommender systems typically calculate and provide recommendations using the
following two-phase process:
• Prediction: the phase in which the prediction of a user’s preference is calculated. Traditionally, it is the phase in which a recommender estimates the utility function R for the entire or some part of Users × Items space based on
known ratings and possibly other information (such as user profiles and/or item
content); in other words, it calculates the predictions of ratings for the unknown
items.
• Recommendation: the phase in which the calculated prediction is used to support the user’s decision by some recommendation process, e.g., the phase in
which the user gets recommended a set of top-N items that maximize his/hers
utility (i.e., N items with highest-predicted ratings).
Multi-criteria rating information can be used in both of these phases in different
ways, and a number of approaches have been developed for the prediction or recommendation. Therefore, we classify the existing techniques for multi-criteria rat-
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ing recommenders into two groups – techniques used during prediction and techniques used during recommendation – and describe these groups in more detail in
separate subsections below.

Engaging Multi-Criteria Ratings during Prediction
This section provides an overview of the techniques that use multi-criteria ratings
to predict an overall rating or individual criteria ratings (or both). In general, recommendation techniques can be classified by the formation of the utility function
into two categories: heuristic-based (sometimes also referred to as memory-based)
and model-based techniques (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005). Heuristic-based
techniques compute the utility of each item for a user on the fly based on the observed data of the user and are typically based on a certain heuristic assumption.
For example, a neighborhood-based technique − one of the most popular heuristicbased collaborative filtering techniques − assumes that two users who show similar preferences on the observed items will have similar preferences for the unobserved items as well. In contrast, model-based techniques learn a predictive
model, typically using statistical or machine-learning methods that can best explain the observed data, and then use the learned model to estimate the utility of
unknown items for recommendations. Following this classification, we also present the algorithms of multi-criteria rating recommenders by grouping them into
heuristic and model-based approaches.

Heuristic approaches
There has been some work done to extend the similarity computation of the traditional heuristic-based collaborative filtering technique to reflect multi-criteria rating information (Adomavicius and Kwon 2007; Manouselis and Costopoulou
2007c, Tang and McCalla 2009). In this approach, the similarities between users
are computed by aggregating traditional similarities from individual criteria or using multidimensional distance metrics.
In particular, the neighborhood-based collaborative filtering recommendation
technique predicts unknown ratings for a given user, based on the known ratings
of the other users with similar preferences or tastes (i.e., neighbors). Therefore,
the first step of the prediction processes is to choose the similarity-computation
method to find a set of neighbors for each user. Various methods have been used
for similarity computation in single-criterion rating recommender systems, and the
most popular methods are correlation-based and cosine-based. Assuming that
R(u,i) represents the rating that user u gives to item i, and I(u,u') represents the
common items that two users u and u' rated, two popular similarity measures can
be formally written as follows:
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• Pearson correlation-based
`

∑ ( R (u , i ) − R (u ) )( R (u ' , i ) − R (u ' ) )

sim (u , u ' ) =

∑ ( R (u , i ) − R (u ) )

• Cosine-based

∑ ( R (u ' , i ) − R (u ' ) )

2

i∈ I ( u ,u ')

sim (u , u ' ) =

(5)

i∈ I ( u ,u ')

2

i∈ I ( u ,u ')

∑ R(u, i) R(u ' , i)

(6)

i∈I ( u ,u ')

∑ R (u , i )

i∈I ( u ,u ')

2

∑ R(u ' , i)

2

i∈I ( u ,u ')

Multi-criteria rating recommenders cannot directly employ the above formulas,
because R(u,i) contains an overall rating r0, and k multi-criteria ratings r1, …, rk,
i.e. R(u, i) = (r0, r1, …, rk).1 Thus, there are k+1 rating values for each pair of (u,
i), instead of a single rating. Two different similarity-based approaches that use
k+1 rating values in computing similarities between users have been used. The
first approach aggregates traditional similarities that are based on each individual
rating. This approach first computes the similarity between two users separately
on each individual criterion, using any traditional similarity computation, such as
correlation-based and cosine-based similarity. Then, a final similarity between
two users is obtained by aggregating k+1 individual similarity values. Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) propose two aggregation approaches: an average and
the worst-case (i.e., smallest) similarity, as specified in (7) and (9). As a general
approach, Tang and McCalla (2009), in their recommender system of research papers, compute an aggregate similarity as a weighted sum of individual similarities
over several criteria of each paper (e.g., overall rating, value added, degree of being peer-recommended, and learners’ pedagogical features such as interest and
background knowledge) as specified in (8). In their approach, the weight of each
criterion c, denoted by wc, is chosen to reflect how important and useful the criterion is considered to be for the recommendation.
• Average similarity: simavg (u , u ' ) = 1 ∑ k simc (u , u ' )
k + 1 c =0
• Aggregate similarity: simaggregate (u , u ' ) = ∑ k wc simc (u , u ' )
c=0

(7)

• Worst-case (smallest) similarity: simmin (u , u ' ) = min simc (u , u ' )

(9)

c = 0 ,..., k

(8)

The second approach calculates similarity using multidimensional distance
metrics, such as Manhattan, Euclidean, and Chebyshev distance metrics (Adomavicius and Kwon 2007). The distance between two users u and u' on item i,
d(R(u,i), R(u',i)), can be calculated as:
1 In some recommender systems, R(u,i) may not contain the overall ratings r in addition to k
0
multi-criteria ratings, i.e., R(u,i) = (r1, …, rk). In this case, all the formulas in this subsection will
still be applicable with index c ∈ {1,…, k}, as opposed to c ∈{0, 1,…, k}.
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• Manhattan distance:
• Euclidean distance:

∑
∑
k

c =0

| Rc (u , i ) − Rc (u ' , i ) |

k

c =0

| Rc (u , i ) − Rc (u ' , i ) | 2

• Chebyshev (or maximal value) distance: max | Rc (u , i ) − Rc (u ' , i ) |
c = 0 ,..., k

(10)
(11)
(12)

The overall distance between two users can be simply an average distance for
all common items that both users rated, and it can be formally written as:
dist (u , u ′) =

1
I (u , u ′)

∑ d ( R(u, i), R(u′, i) )

(13)

i∈I ( u ,u ′ )

The more similar two users are (i.e., the larger the similarity value between
them is), the smaller is the distance between them. Therefore, the following simple transformation is needed because of the inverse relationship of the two metrics:
sim(u , u ') =

1
1 + dist (u, u ')

(14)

Manouselis and Costopoulou (2007c) also propose three different algorithms to
compute similarities between users in multi-criteria rating settings: similarity-perpriority, similarity-per-evaluation, and similarity-per-partial-utility. The similarity-per-priority algorithm computes the similarities between users based on importance weights wc(u) of user u for each criterion c (rather than ratings R(u,i)). In
this way, it creates a neighborhood of users that have the same expressed preferences with the target user. Then, it tries to predict the overall utility of an item for
this user, based on the total utilities of the users in the neighborhood. In addition,
the similarity-per-evaluation and similarity-per-partial-utility algorithms create
separate neighborhoods for the target user for each criterion, i.e., they calculate the
similarity with other users per individual criterion, and then predict the rating that
the target user would provide upon each individual criterion. The similarity-perevaluation algorithm calculates the similarity based on the non-weighted ratings
that the users provide on each criterion. The similarity-per-partial-utility algorithm calculates the similarity based on the weighted (using wc(u) of each user u)
ratings that the users provide on each criterion.
In such systems, the similarities between users are obtained using multi-criteria
ratings, and the rest of the recommendation process can be the same as in singlecriterion rating systems. The next step is, for a given user, to find a set of
neighbors with the highest similarity values and predict unknown overall ratings
of the user based on neighbors’ ratings. Therefore, these similarity-based approaches are applicable only to neighborhood-based collaborative filtering rec-
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ommendation techniques that need to compute the similarity between users (or
items).
In summary, multi-criteria ratings can be used to compute the similarity between two users in the following two ways (Adomavicius and Kwon 2007): by (i)
aggregating similarity values that are calculated separately on each criterion into a
single similarity and (ii) calculating the distance between multi-criteria ratings directly in the multi-dimensional space. Empirical results using the small-scale Yahoo! Movies dataset show that both heuristic approaches outperform the corresponding traditional single-rating collaborative filtering technique (i.e., that uses
only single overall ratings) by up to 3.8% in terms of precision-in-top-N metric,
which represents the percentage of truly high overall ratings among those that the
system predicted to be the N most relevant items for each user (Adomavicius and
Kwon 2007). The improvements in precision depend on many parameters of collaborative filtering techniques, such as neighborhood sizes and the number of topN recommendations. Furthermore, these approaches can be extended as suggested
by Manouselis and Costopoulou (2007c) by computing similarities using not only
known rating information, but also importance weights for each criterion. The latter approaches were evaluated in an online application that recommends e-markets
to users, where multiple buyers and sellers can access and exchange information
about prices and product offerings, based on users’ multi-criteria evaluations on
several e-markets. The similarity-per-priority algorithm using Euclidian distance
performed the best among their proposed approaches in terms of the mean absolute error (MAE) (i.e., 0.235 on scale of 1 to 7) with a fairly high coverage (i.e.,
93% of items can be recommended to users) as compared to non-personalized algorithms, such as random and arithmetic mean, that produce higher MAE (i.e.,
0.718-2.063) with 100% coverage (Manouselis and Costopoulou 2007c).

Model-based approaches
Model-based approaches construct a predictive model to estimate unknown ratings
by learning from the observed data. Several existing approaches for multi-criteria
rating recommenders fall into this category, including aggregation function, probabilistic modeling, and multilinear singular value decomposition (MSVD).
Aggregation function approach. While overall rating r0 is often considered
simply as just another criterion rating in similarity-based heuristic approaches, as
discussed earlier, the aggregation function approach assumes that the overall rating serves as an aggregate of multi-criteria ratings (Adomavicius and Kwon 2007).
Given this assumption, this approach finds aggregation function f that represents
the relationship between overall and multi-criteria ratings, i.e.,

r0 = f (r1 ,… , rk ) .

(15)
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For example, in a movie recommendation application, the story criteria rating
may have a very high “priority,” i.e., the movies with high story ratings are well
liked overall by some users, regardless of other criteria ratings. Therefore, if the
story rating of the movie is predicted high, the overall rating of the movie must
also be predicted high in order to be accurate.
The aggregation function approach consists of three steps, as summarized in
Fig. 1. First, this approach estimates k individual ratings using any recommendation technique. That is, the k-dimensional multi-criteria rating problem is decomposed into k single-rating recommendation problems. Second, aggregation function f is chosen using domain expertise, statistical techniques, or machine learning
techniques. For example, the domain expert may suggest a simple average function of the underlying multi-criteria ratings for each item based on her prior experience and knowledge. An aggregation function also can be obtained by using
statistical techniques, such as linear and non-linear regression analysis techniques,
as well as various sophisticated machine learning techniques, such as artificial
neural networks. Finally, the overall rating of each unrated item is computed
based on the k predicted individual criteria ratings and the chosen aggregation
function f.

Fig. 1. Aggregation function approach (an example of a three-criteria rating system)

While the similarity-based heuristic approaches described earlier apply to only
neighborhood-based collaborative filtering recommendation techniques, the aggregation function approach can be used in combination with any traditional recommendation technique, because individual criteria ratings are used for the prediction in the first step. As one example of possible aggregation functions,
Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) use linear regression and estimate coefficients
(i.e., importance weights of each individual criterion) based on the known ratings.
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Adomavicius and Kwon (2007) also note that the aggregation function can
have different scopes: total (i.e., when a single aggregation function is learned
based on the entire dataset), user-based or item-based (i.e., when a separate aggregation function is learned for each user or item).
Empirical analysis using data from Yahoo! Movies shows that the aggregation
function approach (using multi-criteria rating information) outperforms a traditional single-rating collaborative filtering technique (using only overall ratings) by
0.3-6.3% in terms of precision-in-top N (N = 3, 5, and 7) metric (Adomavicius and
Kwon 2007).
Probabilistic modeling approach. Some multi-criteria recommendation approaches adopt probabilistic modeling algorithms that are becoming increasingly
popular in data mining and machine learning. One example is the work of Sahoo
et al. (2006), which extends the flexible mixture model (FMM) developed by Si
and Jin (2003) to multi-criteria rating recommenders. The FMM assumes that
there are two latent variables Zu and Zi (for users and items) and they are used to
determine a single rating r of user u on item i, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Sahoo et al.
(2006) also discover the dependency structure among the overall ratings (Co) and
multi-criteria ratings (C1, C2, C3, and C4), using Chow-Liu tree structure discovery
(Chow and Liu 1968), and incorporate the structure into the FMM, as shown in
Fig. 2(b).
The FMM approach is based on the assumption that the joint distribution of
three variables (user u, rating r, and item i) can be expressed the sum of probabilities over the all possible combinations of the two latent class variables Zu and Zi,
as follows.

P (u , i, r ) =

∑ P(Z

u

) P ( Z i )P (u | Z u ) P (i | Z i ) P( r | Z u , Z i )

(16)

Zu ,Zi

Following the notation of Sahoo et al. (2006), in Fig. 3 we describe how an
overall rating of an unknown item for a target user is estimated with the following
two steps: learning and prediction. In the learning step, all the parameters of the
FMM are estimated using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977). In the prediction step, with the obtained parameters, the overall
rating of a given unknown item is predicted as the most likely value (i.e., the rating value with the highest probability). Assuming that there is one overall and
four criteria ratings, the overall rating for user ua and item i, P(Co |ua, i), is predicted as indicated in Fig. 3.
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(a) Flexible Mixture Model for a single-rating
recommender system (Si and Jin 2003)

(b) FMM with multi-criteria rating dependency structure (Sahoo et al 2006)

Fig. 2. Examples of probabilistic modeling approach in recommender systems

Sahoo et al. (2006) also compare their model in Fig. 2(b) with the model that
assumes independence among multi-criteria ratings conditional on the latent variables, and found that the model with dependency structure performs better than
the one with the independence assumption. This finding demonstrates the existence of the “halo effect” in multi-criteria rating systems. The “halo effect” is a
phenomenon often studied in psychometric literature, which indicates a cognitive
bias whereby the perception of a particular object in one category influences the
perception in other categories (Thorndike 1920). In the context of multi-criteria
recommender systems, the “halo effect” means that the individual criterion ratings
provided by users are most correlated to the overall ratings (an overall impression
on an item) than other component ratings.
Using data from Yahoo! Movies, Sahoo et al. (2006) show that multi-criteria
rating information is advantageous over a single rating when very little training
data is available (i.e., less than 15% of the whole data is used for training). On the
other hand, when large training data is available, additional rating information
does not seem to add much value. In this analysis, they measure the recommendation accuracy using the MAE metric. However, when they validate this probabilistic modeling approach using precision and recall metrics in retrieving top N
items, their model performs better in all cases (i.e., both with small and large datasets) with a maximum of 10% increase. With more training data, the difference
between the model with multi-criteria ratings and the traditional single-rating
model diminishes in terms of precision and recall metrics.
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Rj = overall or individual criterion rating, Rj ∈ {C1, C 2, C 3, C 4, Co }
PaRj = parent rating of Rj, as discovered in the structure discovery method
L = the number of observed ratings in the dataset
l = index of data records
X = record numbered l (observations for U, I, C1, C 2, C 3, C 4, Co)
(l )

U(l) = observation of variable U in the record numbered l
I(l) = observation of variable I in the record numbered l
Rj(l) = observation of the rating variable Rj in the record numbered l
PaRj = observation of the rating variable PaRj , which is the parent rating of rating variable Rj
in the record numbered l

Learning step
Expectation
P ( Z u ) P ( Z i )P ( I | Z i ) P (U | Z u )∏ j =1 P ( R j | Z u , Z i , PaR j )
5

P( Z u , Z i | X ) =

∑ ∑
Zu

P ( Z u ) P ( Z i )P ( I | Z i ) P (U | Z u )∏ j =1 P ( R j | Z u , Z i , PaR j )
5

Zi

Maximization
1
L

1
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∑ ∑
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Prediction Step
P (C o | u a , i ) =

P(u a , i, C o )

∑

CO

where

P(u a , i, C o )

∑∑∑∑∑∑ P(Z , Z ,U , I , C , C , C , C , C )
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Fig. 3. Rating calculation using FMM with multi-criteria ratings (Sahoo et al 2006)

Multilinear singular value decomposition (MSVD) approach. Li et al.
(2008) propose a novel approach to improve a traditional collaborative filtering
algorithm by utilizing the MSVD technique. Singular value decomposition (SVD)
techniques have been extensively studied in numerical linear algebra and have recently gained popularity in recommender systems applications because of their effectiveness in improving recommendation accuracy (Sawar et al. 2000, Funk
2006, Koren 2009). In single-rating recommender systems, these techniques identify latent features of items including well-defined item dimensions and uninterpretable dimensions. In particular, using K latent features (i.e., rank-K SVD), user
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u is associated with a user-factors vector pu (the user’s preferences on K features),
and item i is associated with an item-factors vector qi (the item’s importance
weights on K features). After all the values in user- and item-factors vectors are
estimated, the preference of how much user u likes item i, denoted by R*(u, i), is
predicted by taking an inner product of the two vectors, i.e.,
R * (u , i ) = p T q
u i.
(17)
While the SVD techniques are commonly used as a decomposition method for
two dimensional data, the MSVD techniques (Lathauwer et al. 2000) can be used
for multi-dimensional data such as multi-criteria ratings. In particular, Li et al.
(2008) use the MSVD to reduce the dimensionality of multi-criteria rating data,
and evaluate their approach in the context of a restaurant recommender system,
where a user rates a restaurant on 10 criteria (i.e., cuisine, ambience, service, etc.).
The results demonstrate that their approach improves the accuracy of recommendations (as measured by precision-in-top-N) by up to 5%, as compared to the traditional single-rating model.
In summary, the above approaches represent initial attempts to apply sophisticated learning techniques to address multi-criteria recommendation problems, and
we expect to see more such techniques in the future.
In the next subsection, we discuss different approaches to recommending items
to users, assuming that the unknown multi-criteria ratings have been estimated using any of the techniques discussed above.

Engaging Multi-Criteria Ratings during Recommendation
As mentioned above, multi-criteria recommender systems may choose to model a
user’s utility for a given item by including both the overall rating and ratings of
individual item components/criteria or they may choose to include only ratings of
individual criteria. If overall ratings are included as part of the model, the recommendation process in such cases is typically very straightforward: after predicting
all unknown ratings, the recommender system uses the overall rating of items to
select the most highly predicted items (i.e., the most relevant items) for each user.
In other words, the recommendation process is essentially the same as in traditional, single-criterion recommender systems.
However, without an overall rating the recommendation process becomes more
complex, because it is less apparent how to establish the total order of the items.
For example, suppose that we have a two-criterion movie recommender system,
where users judge movies based on their story (i.e., plot) and visual effects. Further, suppose that one movie needs to be chosen for recommendation among the
following two alternatives: (i) movie X, predicted as 8 in story and 2 in visuals,
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and (ii) movie Y, predicted as 5 in story and 5 in visuals. Since there is no overall
criterion to rank the movies, it is not easy to judge which movie is better, unless
some other modeling approach is adopted, using some non-numerical (e.g., rulebased) way for expressing preferences. Several approaches have been proposed in
the recommender systems literature to deal with this problem: some try to design a
total order on items and obtain a single global optimal solution for each user,
whereas others take the existing partial order of the items and find multiple
(Pareto optimal) solutions. Below we briefly mention related work on multicriteria optimization, describe several approaches that have been used in the recommender systems literature, and discuss other potential uses of multi-criteria
ratings in the recommendation process.

Related work: multi-criteria optimization
Multi-criteria optimization problems have been extensively studied in the operations research (OR) literature (Ehrgott 2000), although not in the context of recommender systems. This multi-criteria optimization approach assists a decision
maker in choosing the best alternative when multiple criteria conflict and compete
with each other. For example, various points of view, such as financial, human resources-related, and environmental aspects should be considered in organizational
decision making. The following approaches are often used to address multicriteria optimization problems, and can be applied to recommender systems, as
discussed in (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005).
• Finding Pareto optimal solutions;
• Taking a linear combination of multiple criteria and reducing the problem to
the single-criterion optimization problem;
• Optimizing only the most important criterion and converting other criteria to
constraints;
• Consecutively optimizing one criterion at a time, converting an optimal solution to constraints and repeating the process for other criteria.
Below we describe several recommendation approaches that have been used in
the recommender systems literature, all of them having roots in multi-criteria optimization techniques.

Designing a total order for item recommendations
In the recommender systems literature there has been some work using multiattribute utility theories from decision science, which can be described as one way
to take a linear combination of multiple criteria and find an optimal solution
(Lakiotaki et al. 2008).
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For example, the approach by Lakiotaki et al. (2008) ranks the items by adopting the UTilités Additive (UTA) method proposed by (Siskos et al. 2005). Their
algorithm aims to estimate overall utility U of a specific item for each user by adding the marginal utilities of each criterion c (c = 1, …, k).
U =

∑

k

c =1

uc ( g c )

(18)

where gc is the rating provided on criterion c, and uc(gc) is a non-decreasing realvalue function (marginal utility function) for a specific user. Since this model
uses the ranking information with ordinal regression techniques, Kendall’s tau is
used as a measure of correlation between two ordinal-level variables to compare
an actual order and the predicted order. The empirical results obtained by using
data from Yahoo! Movies show that 20.4% of users obtain a Kendall’s tau of 1 indicating a total agreement of the orders between the ones predicted by the recommender system and the ones stated by users, and the mean value of Kendall’s tau
across all users is 0.74. Their model is also evaluated using the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC), which depicts relative trade-offs between true positives and
false positives. The obtained Area Under Curve (AUC) of 0.81, where 1 represents a perfect classifier and 0.5 represents the performance of a random classifier,
demonstrates that multi-criteria ratings provide measurable improvements in modeling users’ preferences.
Similarly, Manouselis and Costopoulou (2007c) propose a method that calculates total utility U either by summing the k predicted partial utilities uc (in their
similarity-per-partial-utility algorithm) or by weighting the predicted ratings that
the user would give on each criterion c by the user’s importance weights wc (in
their similarity-per-evaluation algorithm). In both cases, the total utility of a candidate item is calculated using an aggregate function of the following form:
U = ∑c =1 u c = ∑c =1 wc rc
k

k

(19)

Finally, once the total order on the candidate items is established using any of
the above techniques, each user gets recommended the items that maximize this
total utility.

Finding Pareto optimal item recommendations
This approach discovers several good items among large number of candidates
(rather than arriving at a unique solution by solving a global optimization problem) when different items can be associated with multiple conflicting criteria and
the total order on items is not directly available. Data envelopment analysis
(DEA), often also called “frontier analysis”, is commonly used to measure produc-
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tive efficiency of decision making units (DMU) in operations research (Charnes et
al. 1978), and also can be applied to multi-criteria recommendation problems.
DEA finds the most efficient frontier that encloses all possible recommendations
by considering multiple aspects of recommendations together. DEA does not require a priori weights for each criterion, and uses linear programming to arrive
more directly at the best set of weights for each DMU.
While DEA has not been directly used in multi-criteria rating recommenders,
the multi-criteria recommendation problem without overall ratings can also be
formulated as a data query problem in the database field, using similar motivation
(Lee and Teng 2007). Lee and Teng (2007) utilize skyline queries to find the best
restaurants across multiple criteria (i.e., food, décor, service, and cost). As Fig. 4
shows, skyline queries identify a few skyline points (i.e., Pareto optimal points)
that are not dominated by any others from a large number of candidate restaurants
in two dimensional data space (food and décor).
Empirical results using multi-criteria ratings of Zagat Survey in (Lee and Teng
2007) show that the recommender system using skyline queries helps to reduce the
number of choices that users should consider from their inquiries. For example,
when a user searches for buffet restaurants which are located in New York City
with cost of no more than $30, the system recommends only two restaurants
among twelve candidate restaurants, based on the ratings on four criteria. However, this preliminary work needs to be extended in several directions because the
skyline queries may not scale well with the increasing number of criteria, resulting
in a large number of skyline points with high computational cost.

Fig. 4. An example of skyline points (the best candidate restaurants) in two-dimensional space

Using multi-criteria ratings as recommendation filters
Similar to how content attributes can be used as recommendation filters in recommender systems (Lee et al. 2002; Schafer 2005), multi-criteria ratings can be
used for similar purposes as well. For example, a user may want to specify that
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only the movies with an exceptionally good story should be recommended to her
at a given time, regardless of other criteria, such as visual effects. Then, only the
movies that are highly predicted in the story criterion (say, ≥ 9 out of 10) will be
recommended to the user. This approach is similar to how content-based (Lee et
al. 2002; Schafer 2005) or context-aware (Adomavicius et al. 2005) recommendation approaches filter recommendations; however, it is also slightly different from
them, because the filtering is done not based on objective content attributes (e.g.,
MovieLength < 120 minutes) or additional contextual dimensions (e.g., TimeOfWeek = weekend), but on the subjective rating criteria (e.g., Story ≥ 9), the predicted value of which is highly dependent on user’s tastes and preferences.

Discussion and Future Work
Recommender systems represent a vibrant and constantly changing research area.
Among the important recent developments, recommender systems have recently
started adopting multi-criteria ratings provided by users, and in this chapter we investigated algorithms and techniques for multi-criteria recommender systems.
These new systems have not yet been studied extensively, and in this section we
present a number of challenges and future research directions for this category of
recommender systems.
Managing intrusiveness. The extra information provided by multi-criteria ratings can give rise to an important issue of intrusiveness. For a recommender system to achieve good recommendation performance, users typically need to provide
to the system a certain amount of feedback about their preferences (e.g., in the
form of item ratings). This can be an issue even in single-rating recommender
systems, and some less intrusive techniques to obtain user preferences have been
proposed (Konstan et al. 1997; Oard and Kim 2001; Middleton 2004). Multicriteria rating systems may require a more significant level of user involvement
because each user would need to rate an item on multiple criteria. Therefore, it is
important to measure the costs and benefits of adopting multi-criteria ratings and
find an optimal solution to meet the needs of both users and system designers.
Preference disaggregation methods could support the implicit formulation of a
preference model based on a series of previous decisions. A characteristic example is the UTA (i.e., UTilités Additive) method, which can be used to extract the
utility function from a user-provided ranking of known items (Lakiotaki et al.
2008). Another example is the ability to obtain each user’s preferences on several
attributes of an item implicitly from the user’s written comments, minimizing intrusiveness (Plantie et al. 2005; Aciar et al. 2007). There are also some empirical
approaches with less computational complexity (Sampaio et al. 2006). Lastly,
performing user studies on multi-criteria recommender systems would further examine the impact of having to submit more ratings on the overall user satisfaction.
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Reusing existing single-rating recommendation techniques. A huge number
of recommendation techniques have been developed for single-rating recommender systems over the last 10-15 years, and some of them could potentially be
extended to multi-criteria rating systems. For example, neighborhood-based collaborative filtering techniques may possibly take into account multi-criteria ratings
using the huge number of design options that Manouselis and Costopoulou (2008)
suggest. As another example, there has been a number of sophisticated hybrid
recommendation approaches developed in recent years (Burke 2007), and some of
them could potentially be adopted for multi-criteria rating recommenders. Finally,
more sophisticated techniques, e.g., based on data envelopment analysis (DEA) or
multi-criteria optimization, could be adopted and extended for choosing best items
in the multi-criteria rating settings.
Predicting relative preferences. An alternative way to define the multicriteria recommendation problem could be formulated as predicting the relative
preferences of users, as opposed to the absolute rating values. There has been
some work on constructing the correct relative order of items using ordering-based
techniques. For example, Freund et al. (1998) developed the RankBoost algorithm
based on the well-known AdaBoost method and, in multi-criteria settings, such algorithms could be adopted to aggregate different relative orders obtained from different rating criteria for a particular user. In particular, this is an approach taken
by the DIVA system (Nguyen and Haddawy 1998, 1999).
Constructing the item evaluation criteria. More research needs to be done
on choosing or constructing the best set of criteria for evaluating an item. For example, most of current multi-criteria rating recommenders require users to rate an
item on multiple criteria at a single level (e.g., story and special effects of a
movie). This single level of criteria could be further broken down into subcriteria, and there could be multiple levels depending on the given problem. For
example, in a movie recommender system, special effects could be again divided
into sound and graphic effects. More information with multiple levels of criteria
could potentially help to better understand user preferences, and various techniques, such as the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), can be used to consider the
hierarchy of criteria (Satty 1970), as Schmitt et al. (2003) propose to do in their
system. As we consider more criteria for each item, we may also need to carefully
examine the correlation among criteria because the choice of criteria may significantly affect the recommendation quality. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, it is
important to have a consistent family of criteria for a given recommender system
application because then the criteria are monotonic, exhaustive, and nonredundant. In summary, constructing a set of criteria for a given recommendation
problem is an interesting and important topic for future research.
Dealing with missing multi-criteria ratings. Multi-criteria recommender systems typically would require the users to provide more data to such systems than
their single-rating counterparts, thus increasing the likelihood of obtaining missing
or incomplete data. One popular technique to deal with missing data is the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) that finds maximum
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likelihood estimates for incomplete data. In particular, the probabilistic modeling
approach for multi-criteria rating prediction proposed by Sahoo et al. (2006) uses
the EM algorithm to predict values of the missing ratings in multi-criteria rating
settings. The applicability of other existing techniques in this setting should be
explored, and novel techniques could be developed by considering the specifics of
multi-criteria information, such as the possible relationships between different criteria.
Investigating group recommendation techniques for multi-criteria settings.
Some techniques for generating recommendations to groups can be adopted in
multi-criteria rating settings. According to Jameson and Smyth (2007), a group
preference model can be built by aggregating the diverse preferences of several
users. Similarly, a user’s preference for an item in multi-criteria rating settings
can be predicted by aggregating the preferences based on different rating criteria.
More specifically, there can be many different goals for aggregating individual
preferences (McCarthy 2002; O’Connor et al. 2001), such as maximizing average
user satisfaction, minimizing misery (i.e., high user dissatisfaction), and providing
a certain level of fairness (e.g., low variance with the same average user satisfaction). Multi-criteria rating recommenders could investigate the adoption of some
of these approaches for aggregating preferences from multiple criteria.
Developing new MCDM modeling approaches. From the MCDM perspective the recommendation problem is posing novel challenges to the decision modellers. On the one hand, there is a plethora of additional techniques that can be
readily adopted and used in such systems, such as including a sensitivity analysis
step in the algorithm, as Plantie et al. (2005) propose. On the other hand, some
studies indicate that recommendation is not a single decision making problem,
since there are several decision problems that have to be addressed simultaneously, and each individual has influence on the recommendation provided to other
individuals (Matsatsinis and Samaras 2001). Neither is it considered to be a typical group decision making problem or a negotiation between individuals (Perny
and Zucker 1999). Therefore, new MCDM modelling approaches should be proposed and tested for multi-criteria recommendation (DIMACS/LAMSADE 2004).
Collecting large-scale multi-criteria rating data. Multi-criteria rating data
sets that can be used for algorithm testing and parameterization are rare. For this
new area of recommender systems to be successful, it is crucial to have a number
of standardized real-world multi-criteria rating datasets available to the research
community. Some initial steps towards a more standardized representation, reusability, and interoperability of multi-criteria rating datasets have been taken in
other application domains, such as e-learning (Vuorikari et al. 2008).
In this section we discussed several potential future research directions for
multi-criteria recommenders that should be interesting to recommender systems
community. This list is not meant to be exhaustive; we believe that research in
this area is only in its preliminary stages, and there are a number of possible additional topics that could be explored to advance multi-criteria recommender systems.
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Conclusions
In this chapter, we aimed to provide an overview of multi-criteria recommender
systems. We first defined the recommendation problem as an MCDM problem and
reviewed the MCDM methods and techniques that can support the implementation
of multi-criteria recommenders. Then, we focused on the category of multicriteria rating recommenders – techniques that provide recommendations by
modelling a user’s utility for an item as a vector of ratings along several criteria.
We reviewed current techniques that use multi-criteria ratings for calculating the
rating prediction and generating recommendations, and discussed open issues and
future challenges for this class of recommender systems.
This survey provides a systematic view of multi-criteria recommender systems,
a roadmap of relevant work, and a discussion of a number of promising future research directions. However, we believe that this is only a first step towards exploring this problem-rich area of recommender systems, and much more research
and development are needed to unlock the full potential of multi-criteria recommenders.
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